SharedStreets
A "digital commons" for the street
SharedStreets is a non-profit “digital commons” for the street—we’re building a universal language for communicating information about streets, and a launching pad for public-private collaboration and data exchange.
Challenge 1: cross-agency and cross-jurisdictional coordination
Challenge 2: public/private data partnerships
What does SharedStreets do?

1. Develops **data standards** for streets

2. Creates **open data infrastructure** for working with street-related data

3. Develops **reproducible partnership models** for the sharing data (pub/private + intra-gov’t)
Traffic data + Parking data = Messy + hard to use data
Parking

Data interoperability

Traffic data
Traffic Speeds Analysis

- Average Speed: 32.6 km/h
- 85th Percentile Speed: 53.6 km/h